Getting Started

- Turn power on – see on/off switch.
- Focus either manually, or automatically.
  - Continuous Auto Focus – Focus Knob.
  - Manual Focus – Pull out Focus Knob.

Reading

Move the Viewing Table around rather than moving the document (or book) by using the Table Lever on the platform that your material is resting on. You can adjust its movement in the following ways:

- Lock the table in any position by moving the Table Lever to the right.
- Move only side-to-side and not back and forth by moving the Table Lever to the middle.
- Slow down table movement by moving the lever to the right slightly.
- To help keep your place when you’re reading, you can use the Margin Tabs, located near the Table Lever. This tool is especially helpful when reading something with margins. To adjust them, lift Tab up and slide to desired position.

Color or Black & White

- Adjust from color to black & white using the lever on the lower left side of the screen.

For more information see the Aladdin Sunshine User Guide available at the Reference Desk.